
An Analysis of Parallel Computing Curricula: ACase StudyJoel Themmen1 and Brian J. d'Auriol2Department of Computer Science,The University of Manitoba,Winnipeg, Manitoba,Canada, R3T 2N2AbstractAn analysis of parallel computing curricula has been presented in this paper. The context forthe analysis is that parallel computing is a necessary integral component of both undergraduateand graduate education. The analysis itself takes into account varying factors of curriculumcontent, the extensiveness of the curriculum as well as departmental inuencing factors. Agraphical notation called a curriculum map has been developed to visually illustrate importantpoints of the application of the analysis. The analysis has been applied to �ve universitycomputer science curriculums in the United States of America and comments regarding theusefulness of speci�c analysis components have been made. We expect that more informeddecisions regarding parallel curricula update can be realized by, in part, employing the analysispresented in this paper.Keywords: Parallel Computing, Curriculum Analysis, Educational Components1 IntroductionParallelism refers to the occurrence of two or more activities simultaneously within the sameinterval of time. Typical components in computing which provide for parallelism are parallelmachines, parallel languages, parallel algorithms and variations of sequential programming toolsand techniques tailored to the parallel computing environment. It is widely acknowledged thatit is more di�cult to work in the parallel computing environment than it is to work in thesequential computing environment [1]. As a result, working in the parallel computing �elddemands greater expertise and is more costly.The constant demand by users for more computing power has spurred the development offaster computers. Manufacturers produce chips that can perform faster on a seemingly con-tinuous basis, with the number of transistors doubling every eighteen months [2]. However,implications of physics with regard to size and complexity of chip circuitry limit the continuingtrend of ever increasing single processor performance [3]. Even allowing for future processorperformance increases, application programmers need to consider other possible computing ar-eas, like parallel computing, for the desired performance gains. Parallel processing will becomemore important as single CPU performance increases begin to wane. Also, in order for com-puter scientists to meet the challenges of the present and the future, experience in the �eld ofparallel computing is absolutely required [3]. For future computer scientists to have su�cient1Email: umthemme@cc.umanitoba.ca2Email: bdauriol@cs.umanitoba.ca



exposure to parallel computing, computer science departments should have signi�cant emphasison parallel computing in their curricula.It is noted that many computer science departments include undergraduate parallel coursecontent as a part of some related course, for example operating systems [4]. It is also commonfor many departments to o�er only elective courses in parallel computing. These courses areemphasized as important elective courses in some departments, while in other departmentsthe emphasis may reside in other �elds. Many undergraduate programs have few stand aloneparallel undergraduate computing courses. There is a trend for graduate level courses to beprovided at larger schools that o�er parallel computing which have more resources or schoolswhich may be able to gain access to additional resources o�ered by other high performancecenters [4].It is characteristic that parallel computing curriculum is frequently in a state requiringupdating. Since parallel computing is a fast changing discipline, de�ning an appropriate parallelcomputing curriculum may be di�cult. Schools of di�erent size and academic focus respondto these changes in di�erent ways. The analysis discussed in this paper is expected to assist indecision making processes regarding parallel computing curriculum evaluation and modi�cation.This paper is organized as follows. Subsequent subsections of the introduction present a briefoverview of the proposed analysis and the case studies investigated in this paper. The intentis to provide the reader with an understanding of the proposed analysis techniques. Section 2details the analysis criteria and includes the known core components of parallel computing, aswell as the additional factors we include in the analysis. Section 3 presents �ve case studiesillustrating the application of the analysis, while Section 4 discusses results based on these casestudies. Comments regarding the general application of the analysis are given in Section 5 andconclusions are drawn in Section 6.1.1 The AnalysisThe analysis consists of categorizing parallel computing curricula according to the followingthree types of factors: curriculum content, curricula scope, and department pro�le. Curriculumcontent refers to the content of parallel computing courses. A review of the literature [1, 3]notes that parallel computing curriculum can be divided into the following �ve categories:algorithms, architecture, programming, applications and advances in parallel computing. Theseare considered the key areas for a robust parallel computing education. The curricula scope of aschool refers to the relative size and importance of parallel computing at a particular school. Notall schools can (or should) provide the same curriculum with regards to these areas. As a result,it is expected that academic institutions will have varying degrees of involvement in the teachingof parallel computing. The level of involvement is loosely grouped as follows: Small Scope,Medium Scope and Large Scope. Scoping is subjectively determined by considering, in part, thepre and co-requisite structure, the number of courses o�ered, departmental interest in parallelcomputing and overall focus on parallel computing. Many of these factors are also importantin the third set of factors which pro�les the school's background and resources. Factors in thiscategory include course o�erings, departmental focus, department size, department expertise,enrollment, pre and co-requisite structure of the course o�erings, the internal structure of thecourse and the facilities that are provided.



1.2 Case StudiesSeveral universities from across North America were studied. Complete case studies were doneon two schools from both the large and medium scope schools and one school from the smallscope category. As well, one other school for both the large and medium scoped schools wereinformally investigated along with three additional small scoped schools. The choice of the se-lected schools is based on both the school's reputation for parallel computing and/or familiarityof the school with the authors. Consequently, the selection represents a good application of theanalysis techniques. The following schools were chosen for the case studies: Cornell University,University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign (UIUC), Syracuse University, University of Tennesseeat Knoxville (UTK), and Ohio Northern University (ONU); while Purdue (large), Universityof North Carolina-Chapel Hill (medium) and Wright State University (WSU), University ofManitoba (U of M) and Colgate were used for the informal case studies.2 Analysis Criteria2.1 Core Components of Parallel ComputingParallel computing should be a part of every undergraduate's course load [1, 5]. Furthermore,it is our belief that all graduate students should also be required to study in this area. Con-sequently, both undergraduate and graduate courses should be o�ered in this area. Parallelcomputing is useful as an area with its own merits but, moreover, is also important to manyother �elds due to the performance increases that it o�ers. A strong background in parallelcomputing and parallel application development will be essential for scientists in the near future[3]. Parallel computing is typically comprised of the following �ve major components:1. Algorithms: Many schools teach algorithms based upon the concepts of the von Neu-mann model of computing, that is, from a sequential point of view. It is interesting tonote that we teach | and have been taught | to approach problems in this manner . Yetas human beings, we process problems on a parallel level [6]. For example, in a secretarialpool, a large document will often be distributed among many secretaries in order to speedoverall delivery. This process of concentrating on parallel solutions should be encouragedand nurtured.It is important that students not think of converting a problem into a parallel domainproblem but develop skills to realize when a solution problem is intrinsically part ofthe parallel computing domain [1]. For example, matrix multiplication is taught in asequential fashion usually in a course in linear algebra. However, this is naturally aparallel problem, for example, rows are multiplied by columns distinct of each other.Instruction in parallel algorithms will lead students to such realizations.2. Architecture: Due to the greater diversity of parallel architectures as well as the greaterimpact that parallel architectures have on parallel programming, knowledge of parallel ar-chitectures becomes essential. When studying parallel computing, architectural concernssuch as instruction level code, communication, cache coherency issues and interconnectionproblems are new and often troublesome areas to the undergraduate student [1]. Many



standard undergraduate architecture courses (sequentially based) do not deal with thesetopics. It is important to recognize this omission from most undergraduate architecturecourses. Architecture courses should cover both sequential and parallel architecture.3. Programming: Programming in a parallel computer environment has many similaritiesto programming in a sequential computer environment. Given knowledge of parallel algo-rithms, it is possible to augment sequential programming knowledge so that programmingin a parallel, computing environment is not an entirely new experience. However, with-out some exposure to parallel programming, a student will have little con�dence in theirability to program in parallel computing environments. The particular language chosenis less important than the fact the some parallel language issues have been taught at theundergraduate level [7].4. Applications: Applications of parallel computing can be considered as the synthesis ofsome parallel algorithm(s) and some parallel programming. Applications will eventuallyposition parallel computing to a ubiquitous educational concern [3]. As applications de-mand computing power that can only be resolved by parallel systems, parallel applicationdevelopment skills will become extremely valuable [3].Many scientists (speci�cally, in this case, non-computer scientists) work with problemsthat could bene�t from parallel computing. However, these scientists are often specialistsin their �elds, not computer science, and it is important to note that their concerns maybe di�erent. Parallel computing should be readily available to these scientists as a tool toaid in their work. Providing parallel language programming and application developmenttraining would be expected to be of great bene�t to scientists in many �elds.5. Advances in Parallel Computing: Parallel computing is a dynamic �eld, that is,signi�cant changes and advancement in the �eld occur over relatively short periods oftime. As a result, it is common that an academic institution will have one or more coursesto speci�cally deal with the latest advances in parallel computing. It seems typical thatthis course is o�ered at the graduate level (refer to the case studies in Section 3). Once asolid foundation has been established at the undergraduate level, an `advances in parallelcomputing' course can introduce cutting edge topics in selected �elds. This course is veryimportant to the research of parallel computing at a school. Often, it is exposure to the\hot" topics in parallel computing that interest and captivate graduate students in thearea of parallel computing.A review of the literature indicates the general opinion that these �ve categories are germaneto a breadth wise comprehension of parallel computing [8, 4, 9, 7, 10, 11, 12, 5]. However,consensus does not exist on the relative importance of the categories. Any institution can o�erany subset of these �ve categories, including none or all �ve.2.2 Additional Analysis CategoriesNo two academic institutions are exactly alike, furthermore, they should not be. The uniquenessof the institution, with regard to parallel computing, will be evident in its chosen approach toparallel computing curriculum. Any analysis performed on the curriculum of any school musttake into account the intrinsic di�erences of the schools.



The curricula scope of a school refers to the relative size and importance of parallel com-puting at a particular school. We loosely group schools into three scope categories based onand in reference to parallel computing:1. Small Scope: Small scope refers to an academic program in which there are few or nocourses o�ered at the undergraduate or graduate level that speci�cally focus on parallelcomputing. Despite the fact that no courses may speci�cally be parallel in nature, ablending of parallel computing oriented material and other core courses (notably operatingsystems, computer architecture, distributed computing and Topics in Computer Science)is often found. Speci�c parallel computing courses may not be o�ered every year and asa result often do not require pre-requisites for entry. The main goal may be to inform thestudent that parallel computing exists and to cover the basics of the �eld.2. Medium Scope: A school with medium scope will likely have several courses that arespeci�cally focused on parallel computing. As well, it is likely that the approach used toteach parallel computing will be much more speci�c in regards to the �ve core componentsof parallel computing. A medium scoped school may not have a separate course for eachof the core components but will likely have courses that are entirely parallel in natureand that are comprised by some combination of the core components. There begins tobe a separation between the distinct core elements that compose the �eld of parallelcomputing. There is higher likelihood that pre and co-requisites exist and are enforced.3. Large Scope: A school that has large scope will o�er many parallel computing courses atboth the undergraduate and graduate levels. There will exist speci�c courses to deal withthe separate branches of the �eld. It is expected that the courses will have a relatively highnumber of students enrolled. Furthermore, the curriculum should be widely recognizedand supported within the department. There is usually a strong hierarchy that is enforcedbetween the courses that comprise the undergraduate/graduate course o�erings.With respect to the curricula content, it remains important that the �ve core componentsare covered to some degree. A preliminary discussion of the scope categories appears in [13].The �nal set of factors that are considered in the analysis constitute a pro�le of the depart-ment. Departmental issues can greatly determine and inuence the type of parallel computingeducation regardless of any curriculum speci�cations. We consider the following categories tobe indicative of the departmental pro�le:1. The number of courses in parallel computing: The number of courses o�ered at aschool in parallel computing is taken as a measurement of the ability of that departmentto commit educational resources to parallel computing. A low number of courses will beinterpreted as indicating that parallel computing is not emphasized while a higher numberwould indicate greater emphasis.2. Intensity: Intensity refers to the amount of e�ort that a student must put into a course.A course which requires signi�cant work from the student may be indicative of a strongeremphasis on parallel computing.3. Parallel Percentage of a Course: The percentage of a course that deals with parallelcomputing can indicate the emphasis on parallel computing within both that course and



the department. Strong departmental or professorial emphasis on parallel computingcan indicate importance of parallel computing within the department. We subjectivelymeasure the percentage using a four point scale with one (1) indicating little parallelcontent, two (2) indicating between 10% and 25% parallel content, three (3) indicating25% to 50% parallel content and four (4) indicating over 50% parallel content.4. The enrollment in parallel courses: High attendance in parallel computing courseswill be taken to be indicate that there is extensive promotion of parallel computing withinthat department. This can be due to both departmental and student inuence, e.g. word-of-mouth recommendations from other students. Note that enrollment may need to beadjusted based on relative scope. Consequently, percentage enrollment may be substitutedfor comparative purposes.5. The pre and co-requisite structure of the courses: A tight pre and co-requisitestructure within a department is taken to indicate that the students are expected to havesubstantial background in either parallel computing or strongly related material. It isexpected that a school that enforces on pre and co-requisites for many courses will o�ercourses to satisfy those requirements. Without establishing parallel computing prereq-uisites to courses, the department is allowing the student access to parallel computingcourses without ensuring prior parallel computing knowledge. Therefore the possibilityexists that the individual student may not have studied parallel computing at the under-graduate level. In some cases, consent-based authorization for entry into a course is usedeither in conjunction with or alternative to pre and co-requisites.6. The faculty size: The relative size of a department is indicative of a higher probabilityof resource commitment to parallel computing. A larger department will likely have moreresources and funding to allocate to parallel computing. Since parallel computing is arelatively expensive �eld, we will interpret that a larger school will be better able to fundadequate parallel computing courses.7. The percentage of faculty that has parallel/high-performance computing as amajor research topic: This factor is used to indicate the department's internal focus.If parallel computing is an emphasized area of research within a department then it islikely that parallel computing issues will be an important component of the departmentcurriculum. It is stressed that the faculty members do not have to have parallel/high-performance computing as the primary research area nor must it be the area originallystudied.8. Departmental Orientation: The orientation of a department may be spread across allthe core components or it may be focused in some subset of those areas. A school maychoose to concentrate on some subset of the core components. This departmental focuscan greatly determine how both parallel computing and non-parallel computing coursesare taught.9. Facilities: Good parallel computing facilities may be indicative of a strong emphasis onparallel computing within a department. Clearly, larger departments have advantages inthis category however, smaller schools may be able to obtain access to external facilities(for example, see Section 3). A hands on approach to parallel computing is valuable andcan be indicative of the relative importance of parallel computing at that school.



3 Case StudiesSome case studies are accompanied by a Curriculum Map which diagrams many of the requiredanalysis factors. The format of the map consists of courses that are o�ered at a particularschool that contain some degree of parallel computing content. The numbering scale used isdescribed in Section 2.2 in the discussion on parallel percentage of a course. Pre-requisites fora course are indicated by an incoming line with a single arrow. A small circle may be used toindicate that more than one pre-requisite is necessary. Co-requisites are represented by linesthat have directed arrows at both ends. The blank boxes indicate that pre or co-requisites arerequired but they are not parallel in nature. Particular �eld content areas are indicated on eachmap. Information regarding curriculum and department details for the case studies have beenobtained from their respective course calendars and/or their world wide web sites.We believe that Cornell is an ideal example of an academic institution that has large scopewith reference to parallel computing. It covers each of the �ve categories in substantial detail.We then compare the model to the other schools that we believe exemplify the three scope cate-gories we have developed. The comparison with respect to analysis categories will be somewhatbrief since the purpose is to determine the validity of the analysis categories. Subsequently,we will make recommendations on how the analysis categories could be used to provide infor-mation that could be useful in modifying curricula for the maximization of parallel computingwithin said curricula. The analysis does not include intensity due to the di�culty in measuringwithout direct input from sta� and students for any particular school.3.1 CornellCornell University, located in Ithaca, New York, is considered to be one the �nest super com-puting institutions in the world. Cornell has excellent facilities, hardware, sta� and students.Cornell is identi�ed as one of the main super computing facilities in the United States ofAmerica [14]. Cornell has also been an outstanding contributor to other schools by providingsuper computing resources to other schools. Cornell also provides many other services as well(example the CTC Virtual Workshop).For the purposes of this paper, we consider Cornell as an appropriate academic programexemplifying both a large scoped school, as well as the previously discussed curriculum content.From Figure 1, we see that Cornell covers the �ve main areas in great detail. A separatecourse exists for parallel applications (422) at the undergraduate level. Also at the undergrad-uate level, the operating systems courses are heavily `avored' with parallel and distributedcomputing topics. At a graduate level, separate courses for parallel architecture (516), con-current programming (613), compiler construction for parallel computers (612), advances inparallel systems (717) all exist. As well, many other courses involve parallel computing to alarge extent (for example, 631, multi-media systems, has a focus on multi-media systems onparallel architectures). The strong pre-requisite structure indicates that students are expectedto have a substantial level of expertise before admittance into a given course is permitted.Cornell University currently lists almost 40 faculty members with 12 indicating that parallelcomputing constitutes some portion of their research. This represents close to one third of thesta�. This will help inuence many other courses to have a parallel `avor' as well as to shape
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Course |  Area
             |  level of relevance

Area      A - Architecture
              D - Distributed
              C - Compilers
              * - Comp. Science
              PAR - Parallel
              P - Practicum
              L - Languages
              AL - AlgorithmsFigure 1: Cornell University Undergraduate/Graduate parallel course map.the general direction of the faculty. Department focus at Cornell appears to broad based. Thedepartment has su�cient resources to o�er a depth wise education in all of the co re components.We see courses o�ered in all of the core component areasCornell student representation in parallel courses is substantial. Approximately 40% of allcourse work done at the graduate level will deal directly with parallel processing according torecent student statistics [15].3.2 University of Illinois, Urbana-ChampaignThe University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign (UIUC) is another of the designated high perfor-mance super computing centers in the United States of America [14]. UIUC is another exampleof a large scoped school. UIUC provides a variety of parallel hardware to the student. Resourcesare comprehensive. As expected, due to its large scope nature, UIUC's parallel curriculumcovers many �elds in great detail. UIUC provides theoretical, application and programmingdomains for the student.UIUC also o�ers many parallel computing courses. From Figure 2, at least four courses areo�ered where parallel computing is the core subject covered. As well, there exists an additionalsix courses where signi�cant sections of the course relate to parallel computing. Course number320 (also o�ered as Computer Engineering 302) provide instruction in parallel programming aswell as covering the basic computer architectures that will be used for programming. 320 (302) isaimed at scientists and engineers and will cover the applications area as well as the programmingaspect of parallel computing. Part of the contents of 370 includes parallel algorithms and theiranalysis. 373 advances these topics into more depth. There are the courses 433 and 454 whichare entirely devoted to the study of parallel algorithms. Several `topics' courses are o�ered atboth the undergraduate and graduate levels at UIUC.A strong pre-requisite link exists throughout the curriculum. It is noted that some of the
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Figure 2: UIUC Undergraduate/Graduate parallel course map.
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              APP - applicationsFigure 3: Tennessee Undergraduate/Graduate parallel course map.graduate parallel courses (423 for example requires 323 and 333) require previous work donein the parallel computing �eld as an undergraduate. This is indicative of a tightly coupledpre-requisite that has a speci�c focus on parallel processing. It is demanded that the incominggraduate students already have a certain skill set before taking certain graduate courses. Thisimplies that the curriculum reects the concept that parallel processing should be a part of thestudent's academic lives before they are in graduate school.It is noted that 16 of 43 faculty members list parallel processing as an area of research,indicative of a high level of research in parallel computing. Once again, this indicates thatparallel computing is an important part of the department at UIUC.3.3 University of TennesseeThe University of Tennessee at Knoxville (UTK) is classi�ed as a school with medium scope.From the course o�erings (see Figure 3), we note that parallel computing has more of a presence
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              STR. - StructuresFigure 4: Syracuse Undergraduate/Graduate parallel course map.at the graduate level than the undergraduate level. There is a strong emphasis on computationalscience at UTK. At the graduate level 530 covers many architectural issues of both serialand parallel computers. 430, 460 and 470 deal with hardware, parallel computation and theapplication of parallel computers to scienti�c problems, respectively, while 494 deals entirelywith parallel computing. From Figure 3, it is noted that most of the parallel courses at UTKdo not require parallel courses as pre-requisites.UTK covers applications in great detail. Architecture is covered both at the undergraduatelevel (430) and in even greater detail at the graduate level. Algorithm analysis is covered ina course listed jointly with the math department (371). Topics courses are covered by severaliterations of the 594 course (594 can cover di�erent topics, year dependent).17 of 38 faculty members list parallel processing as an area of research. As well, the universityis also closely a�liated with Oak Ridge Institute, a research center that conducts research inthe parallel computing �eld (amongst others).UTK o�ers several courses in the computational science �eld as well. Typically these arevery heavily based on parallel computing and subsequent applications of parallel computing (forexample, 594). A total of �ve courses at the undergraduate and six courses at the graduate level,indicate the level of interest of parallel computing at UTK. The emphasis at the graduate levelis expected with the high proportion of faculty that express interest in the parallel computing�eld.UTK has several courses that are strictly parallel in nature (494, 594, 690). When theparallel component is not the only component (examples, 430, 530, 563), the emphasis is highthereby bringing parallel computing into many classes.UTK facilities include a CM-5 (32 processor), a MP-2 (16,000 processor), a iPSC860, aSequent Symmetry and others.In summary we see that our analysis model is reasonable with respect to UTK's existingparallel computing curriculum.



3.4 Syracuse UniversitySyracuse is another good example of an academic institution that has medium scope. There arededicated courses at both the graduate and undergraduate level (see Figure 4) with a strongemphasis on computational science. At the undergraduate level course numbers 211, 313 and314 and at the graduate level course numbers 616 and 730 are based primarily in the �eldof computational science. Course numbers 412 (undergraduate) combines parallel algorithms,architecture and programming into one course. 761 combines databases with multiple processorswhile 762 and 763, respectively, cover distributed computing and parallel processing systems.There are also several other courses (for example 211 and 586) that combine parallel computingwith other related courses.Graduate parallel course entry requirements are often graduate standing and undergraduateprogramming experience and not speci�c undergraduate parallel courses.Of Syracuse's 32 faculty members, 13 indicate research interests parallel computing . Conse-quently, there is a high interest in parallel computing in a large faculty. It is noted that facultymember, Geo�rey Fox, is largely responsible for the heavy emphasis on scienti�c computationat Syracuse. NPAC is co-ordinated and run by Dr. Fox. This strong emphasis on scienti�cparallel application development makes parallel computing very visible at Syracuse both at theundergraduate and graduate levels.Syracuse has very good facilities, as would be expected from a school with a focus incomputational science. The parallel computing hardware at Syracuse includes a CM5, an iPSC,an SP2 and a multiprocessor SGI Challenge L with distributed computing being supplied by aSUN Ultra SPARC cluster, DEC Alpha cluster and a QuadPC cluster.Our analysis model is reasonable with respect the existing parallel computing curriculumo�ered at Syracuse University3.5 Ohio Northern UniversityOhio Northern University (ONU), located in Ada, Ohio, is classi�ed as a small scoped school. Asa small college, ONU does not have many of the resources that a larger university would have.It has no parallel machines on campus. Students at ONU, as part of the high performancecomputer infrastructure in Ohio due in large part to the Ohio Super computing Center, dohave access to the following high performance computing facilities: a CRAY Y-MP8/8128, aCRAY T3D, a Convex SPP12200/EX-16, an IBM POWER parallel System - SP2, and a SGIPower CHALLENGE, and a Quantum Chemistry Engine (QCE). ONU o�ers only one strictlyparallel course, 442 and several other courses that contain some parallel content (236 and 436,respectively an architecture and OS course). In 442, students are exposed to parallel algorithms,parallel programming, parallel architectures and parallel applications [16].4 ResultsBased on the case studies presented in the previous section, the following characteristics of thescope categories are identi�ed.



1. Large Scoped Schools� strong co and pre-requisite structure to course content,� high enrollment in parallel computing courses,� percentage of course content that is parallel in nature is high,� faculty research in parallel computing is quite strong, and� orientation is both theoretical and practical2. Medium Scoped Schools� co and pre-requisite structure of parallel course content is not as stringent as withthe high scoped school,� parallel computing course attendance is less than at a highly scoped school for mostcourses although certain courses will have quite high attendance,� percentage of course content that is parallel in nature is high for some courses butparallel content now shares some courses with other topics,� faculty research in parallel computing is quite strong, and� orientation is both theoretical and practical3. Small Scoped Schools: Small scoped schools may have extensive variability in eachanalysis category. A majority of schools fall into this scope category. ONU is an excellentexample of a school that, despite moderate on site facilities, provides an excellent educa-tion in parallel computing. In small scoped schools, the number of faculty may greatlyvary, the areas of research may greatly vary. The emphasis of parallel computing within agiven department is not always related to the aforementioned two factors. A small scopedschool may also be a school of considerable size and resources that does not emphasizeparallel computing. Consequently, it is di�cult to establish a set of guidelines for a smallscoped school.We see that we can choose the appropriate scope model for a given institution. A key factorfor all schools is to provide exposure to parallel computing through parallel computing coursesand other related courses as early as possible in the undergraduate curriculum. It is felt thatexposure to parallel computing can start as early as the freshman year [1,2,3,5,6,13]. Relevantaspects of parallel computing could and should be brought into the mainstream curriculum. Inthis manner, a school classi�ed as small scoped can cover the same topics as a large scopedschool, just to di�erent depths. The small scoped school need not provide separate coursesbut must still ensure breadth wise coverage through existing courses with respect to parallelcomputing.Parallel computing facilities with abundant resources seem quite willing to share these re-sources (see Cornell Theory Center and Texas at Austin, for example) with schools that cannotprovide the resources for their students directly on campus. As well, the advent of network basedparallel computers will allow schools with local area networks to simulate parallel machines.5 Application of the Curricula AnalysisThe analysis presented in earlier sections can be applied to an academic institution in order toassist with the determination or evaluation of their parallel computing curriculum. It is likely



that, if a school has large scope, then it will signi�cantly cover all �ve categories. Graduateand undergraduate courses will be extensive and will cover parallel computing in a depth wisemanner. We expect research in parallel computing to be very important at these schools. Fromour observations we also note that a medium scoped school will likewise cover the �ve categories,although it may not have a dedicated course for each category (e.g. UTK). We are likely to seemore graduate courses than undergraduate courses and a fairly strong research component aswell. At a small scoped school we begin to see signi�cant segments of parallel computing notaddressed. Typically, research areas at the school do not involve parallel computing to a largeextent.Our case studies have included schools that have ample resources, both in terms of facultyand equipment, however, many schools do not have the capability to focus on one aspect of onedepartment to the same extent as large and medium scoped schools. Thus, a large number ofschools fall into the small scope. This does not mean that a comprehensive approach to parallelcomputing curriculum cannot occur. We believe that the analysis procedure discussed in thispaper can accommodate the variability of small scope schools.6 ConclusionAn analysis of parallel computing curricula has been presented in this paper. The context for theanalysis is that parallel computing is a necessary integral component of both undergraduateand graduate education and thus, signi�cant emphasis should be placed on including suchinstruction in a curriculum. Comments supporting this viewpoint have been presented. Theanalysis itself takes into account varying factors of curriculum content, the extensiveness of thecurriculum as well as departmental inuencing factors. A graphical notation called a curriculummap has been developed to visually illustrate important points of the application of the analysis.The analysis has been applied to �ve university computer science curriculums in the UnitedStates of America and comments regarding the usefulness of speci�c analysis components havebeen made.The analysis consists of evaluating a curriculum in three areas corresponding to the coreeducational content of parallel computing, the scope and departmental inuences, respectively.It has been established that, of these, the �rst two are largely signi�cant and orthogonallyaddress the important issues of a curriculum. The third area of evaluation assists in qualifyingthe pro�le of the department.Procedurally, applying the analysis to a particular curriculum for evaluation purposes re-quires �rst establishing the scope of the curriculum as well as detailed course content. Further-more, based on departmental concerns, the areas of parallel computing that are to be furtherdevelopment must be identi�ed. We expect that more informed decisions regarding curriculaupdate can be realized by, in part, employing the analysis presented in this paper.References[1] Marcin Paprzycki and Janus Zalewski. Teaching parallel computing without a separatecourse. In Proceedings of the Conference on Parallel Computing for Undergraduates, Col-gate University, Hamilton, New York, June 18-19 1994. Edited by Chris Nevison.[2] Robert L. Hummel. Eight ways to the future. BYTE, 21:85{88, December 1996. IssueNo. 12.
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